EBA344-15 G3 BASIC

FUNCTIONALITY
POWER DISTRIBUTION
NEMA L21-30 PLUG
15FT 10AWG / 5C POWERCORD

MECHANICAL
INPUT RATING
120-208V ~
3W + N + PE
24A
50/60HZ

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
(6) 20A 1-POLE LISTED

FILTER AND SPIKE/SURGE
NONE

ACCESSORIES
INCLUDED SPK012 - INSTALLATION

CONFIGURATION
EBA3PD17EMK78A1
SERIAL NUMBER B681______

ENVIRONMENTAL
32° TO 140° F
0° TO 60° C

INPUT
NEMA 5-20R

OUTPUT
(24) NEMA 5-20R

CERTIFICATIONS
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
(6) 20A 1-POLE LISTED
FILTER AND SPIKE/SURGE
NONE

ACCESORIES
INCLUDED SPK012 - INSTALLATION

CONFIGURATION
EBA3PD17EMK78A1
SERIAL NUMBER B681______